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NAACJ SEMINAR 

Reducing the Harm of Drug Use: 
Legalization and Other Issues 

November 28 - November 29, 1988 

Ottawa, Ontario 

PREFACE 

On November 28 and 29. 1988 N.A.A.C.J. held a seminar in Ottawa on the topic of reducing 
the harm of drug abuse. The purpose of the seminar was: 

1. to explore the effectiveness of Canada's current approach to controlling drug use 
tJhrough the criminal justice system; . 

2. to look at ways to reduce the harm caused to society by "illicit" drug use; and 

3. to identify issues for future consideration and analysis. 

The seminar attracted 35 participants and resource people representing lIIember associations 
of NAACJ and other interested groups and agencies, such as the RCMP, Canadian national and 
community-based health delivery services. and the UN NGD COMlllittee on Narcotics and 
Substance Abuse. 

Seminar participants were given a broad and detailed overview of the issue areas. including! 
statistics on drug abuse and drug related crime. the impact of drug abuse on prison 
populations and within the prison setting, enforcement goals and perspectives, clinical and 
service delivery issues, and at:oJllprehensive overview of the Canadian National Drug 
Strategy. 

//~ .. ,," 
The seminar was structured to enable participants and resource people to expZLoreJthe issue 
areas at length, and, recognizing how cOlllplex the topic is, to identify iss~es IKor future. 
consideration. This approach was successful in that a number of suggestions .for action and 
further exaaination were forthco.ing; a aore i •• ediate concern was shared by the 
participants in respect to AIDS, an issue which arose in a nUllber of contexts during; 
discussions and which was addressed directly in one ses~ion. 

The following resolution was passed by the participants: 

The partiCipants of this seainar on Reducing the Har. of Drug Use recoaaend that tl,le 
Planning Coallittee of the National Associations Active in Criainal Justice act to 
encourage NAACJ aeahers to lIlaediately focus on aeans to alleviate the existing ,or 
potential spread of HlV infection in prisons through drug injection and other forllls .of 
needle use and sexual activity. 



The Planning Comlllittee is referred to Recommendations '28, '29 and '30 from AIDS: A 
Perspective for Canadians (as follows) 011 staff and iIlllate training. 

RECOMMENDATION 28: Werecollulend that free condoMs, needles, syringes and facilities 
for decontaminating needles be lIade available to injection drug users who choose 
not to refrain from behaviours that could transmit HIV. 

RECOMMENDATION 29: We recommend that facilities for decontaminating needles be made 
readily available to inmates in correctional institutions. ~: 

RECOMMENDATION 30: We recommend epidemiological surveys to 1I\0nitor the spread of 
HIV infection among injection drug users, using voluntary and/or anonymous testing." 
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NAACJ SEMINAR 
(\ 

Reducing the~Harm. of Drug Use: 
Legalization and Other Issues 

November .28 - November 29, 1988 

Ottawa, Ontario 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMINAR 

SESSION I 

Welcome to the Participants 

Louis Zeitoun, Seminar Chairman 

Mr. Louis Zeitoun, Seminar Chairman, welcomed everyone and asked that each participant 
introduce theMselves. Mr. Zeitoun gave a brief outline of the program and introduced the 
first presenter, Eugene Oscapella. 

Introduction to the Seminar 

Eugene Oscapella 
Lawyer and Author of 

the Seminar Discussion Paper 

Mr. Eugene Oscapella, lawyer and legislative consultant, introduced the seminar topic to 
participants, drawing upon the sellinar discussion paper which he had written for the 
seminar (copy appended). A nUlllber of points outlined by Mr. Os capella included his 
observation that there are few adequate treataent facilities for drug abusers in Canada, 
in particular for cocaine and heroin abusers; that crillinalization tends to push drug users 
and addicts to the Margins of society, thereby exacerbating the probleMs; that the costs 
of using the criMinal law to address drug abuse MUSt be seriously reviewed and re
considered in the light of other approaches, including de-criMinalization and controlled use; 
that the econollic diMensions of the problem, including the econollic Motive in drug 
trafficking, the prevalence and influence of national and international organized criMe, and 
the role of the black Market·Must be appreciated in examining the issues if a thorough 
objective asseSSMent is to be aade. 

Mr. Oscapella declared that his own position reflects a bias against societal responses to . 
drug use and abuse that tend to Marginalize users and abusers. He acknowledged that the 
topic is a huge and cOllplex one, and that it is being introduced and explored in this 
seMir~ar:· firM positions and definitive state.ents on issues were not being sought as part 
of the objectives of the se.inar. Mr. Os capella argued that the subject in some ways, for 
exaaple in the general failure to consider legalizing drugs, has been ignored in favour of 
standard responses. He pointed out that the NAACJ has a reputation of exploring reforll in 
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novel and unconventional ways,' and he encouraged the participants to speak as il)dividual 
practitioners and experts rather than being constrained by forllal roles or official 
positions. 

SESS;rON II 

The Scope of tQe I11icit. Drug Prob1ern in Ca.na.da. 

MODERATOR 
Ve:rn Redekop 

Church Council on .Justice and Corrections 

PRESE~NTATIONS BY 

Assistant Commissioner Rod Stamler 
Economic Crime Directorate 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police 

Holly .Johnson 
Senior Analyst 

Statistics and Information Directorate 
Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics 

The purpose of this inforaation session was to determine the demographic composition of the 
user popUlation, to determine the dollar cost for law enforcement, and to determine the link 
between drug use and crime. Vern Redekop, Church Council on Justice and Corrections 
moderated the session. 

Assistant Co .. issioner Rod stIuJler, Economic Crime Directorate, R.C.M.P. began his 
presentation by clarifying that the typical construction of responses to the drug problem 
is to split the problem into one of supply and one of deJRand. The supply side .is generally 
attacked by enforcement lIIeasures and police activity. The orientation of enforcement has 
lately been to reach higher and higher levels on the supply .side, penetrating organized 
criae as auch as possible at points and on levels closer to sources of supply. This job is 
extremely difficult, tille and resource consUMing, but considered to be a aore ,aeaningful 
enforceaent response than one that is preoccupied with s.aller pushers and local level 
dealers and users. 

Mr. Stamler remarked that the drug problell in Canada is significant, taking on proportions, 
both in the aaount of use and in the profits of trafficking, that underaine legitiaate 
systems and legitimate businesses. The dollars involved is in the tens of billions, with 
20,000 known heroin addicts, .ore than one .illion cocaine users, as well as cannabis and 
other drug users in C8Il8.da. 

Enforce.ent is difficult because criae organizations set up to supply the market take on 
a life of their own, organized and .anaged in ways to pursue profits and power. Further.ore, 
foreign countries often ~p'pend on revenue derived froll the drug cultivation and production 
business. Crop substitut1~n prograas in some countries have .et with resistance and have 
not been that successful a aeans of attacking supply. The proble.s that go along with lIost 
efforts at international cooperation, where nations reserve the right to their own form of . 
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self help and where. they choose their own level of international coopenation, all apply in 
the case of efforts to stem international drug trafficking. 

JIIs. Holly Johnson, Senior Analyst, Statistics and Information Directorate, Canadian Centre 
for Justice Statistics, began her detailed presentation of the de_ographics of drug use in 
Canada with the qualification that there are very few sources of hard facts in respect to 
this subject. Reporting is not reliable, and the picture one tor_s _ay be a function of the 
selective view of the researcher or the agency, such as the police, doing the reporting. 
Nevertheless, Ms. Johnson infor_ed the group that cannabis is the _ost cOllullonly used illicit 
drug, followed by cocaine. She noted that aultiple drug use is also co_.on but that clearly 
the _ost dra_atic rise in use has been in cocaine. She explained, however. that Canada is 
not witnessing a drug epidemic, per se, although the illpc;tct of drug use and abuse on crime 
and prison populations aay be observed. -

Both presentations stimulated discussion that tended to follow the approach to drugs that 
Assistant COllmissioner Rod StaJIIler had outlined. That is, questions were raised that spoke 
to the supply side, such as the effectiveness of enforcellent and prosecution and those that 
looked lIIore to the demand side, such as the issue of Canadian cOllllitllent to education in 
respect to the harm of drug abuse. 

It was remarked that in many cases prosecution is not worth the cost and that society's 
objective should be to get to the root cause of addictions. The success of public education 
in respect to smoking was noted as was the success of the more global program 
"participaction. " 

American statistics, although not readily transposed onto the Canadian scene were cited in 
respect to drugs and crime: in 1984, 50% of Crillles committed, Ilainly Break and Enter, were 
drug-related; in 1986 the figure had grown to 75%. In some S~ates urinalysis and hair tests 
are now mandatory and it was suggested that in parole and probation cases, when warranted 
as determined by the offence and the offender charac~eristics, testing might apply. 

In response to a question whether there are any success stories in Canada that show that 
prosecution works. Mr. Stamler noted sOllie success at the level of organized crime. He added 
that treatment programs are also necessary and that both sides of the problem, supply and 
demand, must by addressed. 

The notion of liberalizing use of presently illicit drugs was raised. Caution was noted on 
a number of fronts, including the fact that _any drugs, if abused, are very har_ful and use 
should not be encouraged; that if Canada acted unilateralll' to liberalize, our country aight 
become a safe haven for drug abusers and aore particularly. tor organized criae groups that 
depend on the drug trade. 

In respect to a question that asked what priority the Canadian public is willing to give 
this area, a "funding trap" was noted. The statistics suggest that increasing resources to 
enforce.ent agencies is warranted. Yet increasing resources will result in increased 
reporting of the problea. Again, a single-sided approach to the issue was seen to be 
inappropriate. 
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The Scope of the I11~c~t Drug Prob1em ~n Canada 

~! 

MODERATOR 
Darryl Davies 

Canadian Criminal Justice Association' 

PAPER PRESENTED ON BEHALF OF 
Dr. Timothy Fullerton 

'Director 
Operations and Plans 
Health Care Section 

Correctional Services Canada 

Dr. Tim Fullerton, Director, Operation and Plans, Healtl{{~are Section. Correctional Services 
of Canada. was unable to present his paper which identified the illpact on prison populations 
of drug-induced crimes and crime to obtain drugs. His paper was read by Mr. Darryl Davies, 
Criminologist. Canadian Cri.inal Justice Association. 

In his paper, Dr. Fullerton stressed the seriousness of drugs in respect to crime and prison 
populations. Alcohol was cited as a .ajor substance found in aany cases: in one study. 79% 
of offenders reported alcohol use on the day the offence was committed. Seventeen percent 
of inmates in federal institutions have a history of convictions for drug possession and/or 
trafficking; Queen's University clai.s in a recent study that more than 70% of inmates have 
a drug abuse problem. 

The role of drugs in prisons. including their contribution to prison violence is also 
significant. Consequently, 20% of institutional security measures are devoted to drug 
detection and trafficking. In order to obtain drugs, Dr .. Fullerton notes that an iIlllate will 
assault, lIaim and even kill. "From 1981 to 1986 assaults in Canadian penitentiaries 
increased by 60% and 49 persons were killed - many of these crimes were a direct result 
of drug use and trafficking. During 1985-1986 alone 181 .ajor violent incidents occurred. 
of which 106 (58%) were related to drugs". 

"). 

Areas of response to the prevalence of drugs and the i.pact they have on prisons include 
education of imitates; staff training; treataent of addictions; and pre-release drug education 
prograas. Support fro. groups such as Alcoholics AnonYlious. the Salvation Aray and 
Narcotics AnonYilous is also iI1portant while .offenders are incarcerated and after release. 

The .ajor these of Dr. Fullerton's paper was that violence is the worst outco.e of drug 
abuse in penitentiaries. 

Following the presentation of Dr. Fullerton's paper a suggestion put forward ~as that. 
consistent with proposals for decriainalizing drug use in the general population, drug use 
in prisons be decriminalized and punitive .easures be replaced with an incentive program 
that encourages non-use. This propoSition was based in part on the recognized power of the 
black .arket outside prison and the assuaption that a sillilar. aore exacerbated black 
.arket applies within prisons. The proposed option of an incentive system aight cut into 
the black .arket as inIIates were rewarded for constructive behaviour, including 
partiCipation in treataent prograJIS. ~. 
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This suggestion evoked the response that drugs help prisoners to adapt to a harsh 
environment where there is punishment and a lack of reinforcement. Drugs therefore become 
a highly valued cOlllmodity. It was suggested that alternatives to drugs, such a stiMulating 
pleasure centres of the brain, might be a substitute but it was recognized that that option 
raisas probleMs in its own right. 

Mr. Davies underscored Dr. Fullerton's thesis, noting the great nUlllber of studies that have 
linked prison violence to drugs. Notable in recent years has been the Van tour Report. 

Another participant asked whether we are successfully helping drug addicts? Dr. John 
Bradford and Dr. Diane Riley reported that in Canada addicts are required to go cold turkey 
in jail, although sOJlle detention centres screen out the very ill addicts and send them to 
hospital. It was noted as well that in reMand centres Methadone users cannot get the drug 
to llaintain their stability: should remand centres stock Methadone? Should there not be 
prison psychologists and pharMacists, as in an Alberta prison, to help addicted iMates? 

Dr. Bradford remarked that we are only starting to understand the effect of drug/alcohol 
use on those committing offenses. Approximately 50% of child Molesters and rapists admit 
increased levels of arousal under the influence of alcohol. In the laboratory, when given 
alcohol, rapists become more aroused and More given to non-sexual violence. It has also 
been found that child molesters, if aroused by adult felllaies and given alcohol, the alcohol 
knocks that arousal out by transferring the feeling to children. 

SESSION IV 

Current Strateg~es for Deal~ng ~~th Drug Use 

MODEFt/'.TOR 
Madeleine Mailhot 

Canadian Bar Association 

PRESENTATION BY 

Pieter de Groot 
Program Officer 

Health Promotion Directorate 
Health and Welfare Canada 

The purpose of this session was to deteraine federal goverIlllent and non-goverIlllental drug 
strategies. Madeleine Mailhot. Canadian Bar Association. Moderated the session and the 
principal presentation was by Mr. Pieter de Groot. Health ProMotil.:m Directorate. Health and 
Welfare Canada. 

Mr. de Groot noted that historically. provincial goverIlllents. n()t the federal goverllllent, 
provided services for addicts. During the 50s and 60s provincieLl addiction agencies, such 
as the Addiction Research Foundation. were active in treatMent. prevention and research. 
In the 70s Many others began to provide treatment and there has not been very Much 
coordination of these services. 
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As a generalization, services are quite good in urban areas but not adequate in Northern 
territories. When Prime Minister Mulroney used the term "drug epidemic" in 1986, his 
assessment would have been aore to fact if he had stressed both drugs and alcohol. For 
alcohol.' as noted in earlier discussions, is a serious substance that is widely abused and 
contributes to lIany problems. 

After consultation with provincial agencies and other concerned groups,the National Drug 
Strategy was announced by the Health and Welfare canada in 1987. It is a five year program 
with $210 lIillion new funds to support a strategy that calls for simultaneous and concerted 
action on six fronts: education and prevention; enforcellent and control; treataent and 
rehabilitation; information and research; international cooperation; and a. national focus. 

In discussions which followed, Dr. Bradford noted that lIany existing progralls for alcohol 
and drug abuse discriminate against released offenders,who are viewed as too disruptive 
and not baving lIuch potential for treatJIent success. Furtheraore, line workers in 
corrections, like probation officers, are having difficulty enroling clients in programs. This 
problelll is exacerbated, it was noted, if the poor cannot afford the fees for these programs. 
Many programs have waiting lists of up to one year and neighbourhoods resist treatment 
facilities such as halfway houses. C' 

These comments stimulated the suggestion that the National Drug Strategy should be based [;; 
on a diagnosis of the problem; what are the addictions and what causes them? 

Mr. de Groot responded that the causal nexus is very complex and the response must be 
multi-faceted. Action is necessary to curtail supply and to reduce demand for chemical 
substances. The need to focus on youth becomes more pronounced as efforts to significantly 
address addiction on a broad scale are considered. Research has shown that education 
prograins directed at abuse are successful and while it is acknowledged that addictii>I)s may 
be correlated with other problems, such as family violence, intensive public educ'ation 
programs are necessary. 

Reflecting upon th~ proposal that drug use be legalized, Mr. de Groot offered that we need 
to know lIIuch lIore about addictions before any such Move. For example, studies show that 
of all persons using substances, 10% will develop addictions. 

An observation about treatJIent progrwas, generally, is that at their beginning there is a 
high degree of success and then that success rates fall off. This results in lowered lIorale 
of treatJIent staff and the cycle lIay run through to a terllination of the prograJft. Based on 
this observation, it was argued that programs should not be terMinated autoMatically when 
they cannot dellonstrate the success rates that funders and critics expect they should. The 
lowered rates lIay be attributed to a nober of things and it becolles discouraging, overall 
in treatJIent service delivery, to see prograJIs get started up with great enthusiasll and 
then terainated. More patience and greater attention to detail is called for. Mr. de Groot 
offered in response that in respect to addictions. we should not have too high expectations 
of success. 

Mr. de Groot had asserted that- education progr8lls work and this raised a nobel' . of 
questions. Mr. de Groot noted that evaluations of the illpact. of advertising. c~paigns have 
shown that both abusers and non-abusers are equally aware of the ads. Therefore. it has 
been concluded, advertiSing has to be part of a larger strategy. Awareness .of inforllation, 
per set is not enough to stillulate behaviour change. Changing attitudes is different froll 
the .process of inforaing - and attitude change and behaviour change are also cOllplex 
relationships. 
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SESSION V 

Legis1ative and Historica1 Frame'Work 

PRESENTATION BY: 

Eugene Oscapella 
Author of the Seminar Discussion Paper 

The purpose of this session, presented by Eugene Os capella, was to outline the origins of 
Canada's drug laws, the current Narcotics Control Act and Food and Drug Act, recent 
developments, and international obligations in a legislative and historical context. 

Mr. Os capella explained that after the race riots in Vancouver at the ~turn of the century, 
Chinese opium merchants applied for compensation for damages. MacKenzie King was' incensed, 
believing that opium was bad, especially if it got into the hands of children. The Opium Act 
was passed in 1908 with very little comment. This resulted in a black market and in 
trafficking. Later, stronger legislation was passed to curb the black lIarket: prohibitions 
were against possession, use and trafficking. During the 20s, more legislation was passed, 
including provision for writs of assistance. These writs gave the RCMP and customs officers 
wide powers of search; they were outlawed in the 1980s. 

During the 1960s legislation was changed to take into account the new drugs, such as LSD. 
The Narcotics Control Act and the Food And Drug Act were changed to include more drugs. 
Mini.um penalties, 1II0re law enforcellent and increased penalties were the trend. 

Assistant Commissioner Rod Stamler added to this account. remarking that international 
conventions have guided legislation in a nwnber of individual countries. Legislation in 
Canada thus is not solely a dOllestic undertaking that can ignore or that is not influenced 
by international activity. For example, Canadian laws in respect to psychotropic drugs were 
shaped by post World War II international conventions. 

Mr. Os capella acknowledged the role of international conventions in Canadian legislative 
initiatives. He argued. however. that international conventions are negotiated, they are not 
iuutable and should be open to renegotiation. Of course. such an undertaking will take 
years. 

So.eone asked what has been the experience in other countries that have legalized or 
tolerated drug use? 

The British experience in respect to heI'oin was reported as follows: there was a 
liberalizing of heroin use for heroin addicts for treataent purposes only. Any heroin addfi.bt 
who requested and received state heroin was immediately put on treat.ent. The program was 
discontinued except for those heroin addicts already in treataent. The proble. of 
deteraining whether a person applying to a prograa was an addict or soaeor.~ who was 
seeking heroin for pleasure led to the program's teraination. 

Dr. Amelia Dozzi. UN COIlmittee on Narcotics and Substance Abuse, remarked at this point that 
the terlll "legalization" was being used in the discussion. and that it required so.e 
clarification. She noted that the U.S. Princeton academic who first advocated legalization 
did not aean that drugs should be sold at corner stores. She noted as well that at a recent 
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Washington conference it had becoae clear that no country in the world ~upports free 
access to drugs. The UN, she explained, is encouraging talk about decriminaI1zation. 

_,0 

SOlie specific initiatives in other areas include a political party in Italy whOse aain· 
activity is advocating for the free use of illicit drugs: in Vienna, there is ao conference 
to draw up a convention against trafficking of narcotics and psychotropic drug~: the 
Organization of AIIerican States, where there are drug producing countries, is against 
legalization. 

Mr. Os capella suggested that the consequences of legalization would be aore quality control: 
and lIore goverllllent regulation. 

Mr. Stamler pointed out that the wave of the future will see lab-produced, designer drugs 
that achieve specific aoods and feelings. Furtheraore, these laboratories will be part of 
Canada's domestic industry. His concern is that legalization will further the trend to a 
chemophiliac society. He noted the general disappointaent and concern with drug abuse at 
the Seoul Olympics, and he challenged participants to envision the nature of our society 
if legalization was to cOile about. 

\. .... ~. (. 
Mr. Os capella called for a shift in re130urces from enforcement to demand reduct;t~ji1;;f(l:'! ':~ 

":." - '-" ( 

aeans of achieving the type of society we want while at the salle time reducing the ~'WfI~Wl{tlve: 
effects of criminalization, of marginalizing users and abusers. . ... " 

.\ 

Mr.Oscapella also remarked that in a society where legalization was the case, we lIight have 
to intrude on some social liberties, as in the case of testing employees in certain 
occupations, such as air traffic controllers. 

Another participant asked whether, in respect to heroin, cocaine and marihuana, is there a 
sensible use, like the equivalent of an after-work drink? Can we proscribe that which is 
not good and that which constitutes abuse? 

One response was that a certain percentage of the population will always abuse drugs, 
regardless of the drug. Furthermore, that justice and health treatment programs are probably 
reaching only 10% of drug users. 

This observation raised the question about the purpose of the justice system's response to 
drug use: are laws to control or eliminate drugs? Are legal lIeans not an invasive, 
ineffe.l;ii:ive lIeans of dealing with drug use? 

Medical experts responded that drugs are pharaacological agents and should not be treated 
lightly. It was pointed out that physiologically, heroin is aore benign than alcohol or 
cocaine. Cocaine, if pure, causes probleas if it knocks out the "reward" area of the brain. 
Aniaal studies shave shown that given a choice, sOllle aniaals will choose cocaine over any 
life-sustaining substance like water and food. 

Soaeone asked: but aaybe there are Isafe l versions 8l~g intake levels of drugs? 

An eX8IIple given of acc,epted use in other cultures was the use of coca tea in South 
AIIerican countries. This provoked the couent that in North Aaerican culture we rely 
heavily on over the counter and prescription drugs. The pharllaceutical industr·y JRay be the 
second biggest industry in Canadal 
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SESSION VI 

The Impa.ct of Current Laws a.nd 
Current Drug Stra.tegies on 

NAACJ Me~bers Orga.nizations 

The purpose of this session was to explore the current effects of legislation on NAACJ 
client groups. 

Bonnie Diamond, Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies, remarked that 30% of the 
clients that local Elizabeth Fry Societies deal with have a substance abuse probleJll. But it 
is difficult to determine the extent to which drugs are directly or indirectly involved in 
the cri.es that these offenders cOJllmit. Most of these clients a~it, however, that their 
lives and their agony is very frequently wrapped up in what they see . as a vicious drug 
problem. 

In Prison for Women, substance abuse programs are offered but they are done so in the 
artificial environment of prison, which has very little relation to the problems inmates 
encounter outside prison. There is a sense that we do not have all of the necessary 
information and the appropriate research to deal with this problem. 

Furthermore, once released on parole, or on probation, offenders' lives are scrutinized 
because of abuse problems. "It's sad to see sedous parolees thrown back into uprison for 
substance abuse." ,/ . r 
The relationship of the criminalization of dr~;ks to AIDS was raised. A variety of people are 
vulnerable to AIDS, including the homeless and prostitutes. Those who use drugs are being 
driven underground. resulting in lIIaking them more difficult to reach. This perpetuates the 
spread of AIDS. unfortunately, when these individuals do cOllie in for treatlllent, there is no 
where to send them." 

In Toronto, the police recently requested that 97 new officers be hired to deal with the 
drug problem. A review of their proposal showed that Toronto has an illicit drug problelll. 
The licit drug problem was left out. and furtherlllore. while it is arguable that these new 
personnel .. ·were necessary, their presence will in turn alter reporting and thee perception 
of "the d~ug problelll" in Toronto. Furthermore, their lIandate is not likely to be treatment
oriented and the proble. of steaming the spread of AIDS is exacerbated. 

Dr. Riley reported that she is optiaistic, however, about the proposal in Toronto to 'set up 
a needle exchange progru. A .obile unit is envisaged, accoapan1ed with changes in 
legislation that will allow co •• unity workers to hand out syringes. The progr811 is essential 
because intravenous drug users have a very high rate of mv and the potential exists for 
AIDS to explode in Canadian society. 

It is hoped that the needle exchange will invoke linkages to treataent, 1n the thinking of 
both those responsible for the allocation of treatment resources and those who abuse drugs 
intravenously. 

It was highlightec;i once again that law enforcers don't want to see· any programs that 
proaote drug use, or .ay be alleged to pro.ote drug use. Thus there is little support in 
the police community for needle exchange programs. 
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SOlleone remarked that a similar dynaJllic applies in respect to the distribution of condoms 
in society and even more so, in prisons. The public perception 1s that it promotes 
promiscuity in the general population, and that it implicitly encourages homosexual 
behaviour in prisons. It is difficult to ::;eparate out responses that are made for health and 
prevention reasons froa .oral .issues. 

It was noted that in countries where needles are free, drug USe has. neither increased or 
decreased. The viewpolntpf the police was raised once again, however; police hold that 
needle users are committing a crime: why encourage any kind of drug use? 

Vern Redekop urged participants to look at the issues frolll the perspective of the harm " 
done. There is physiological harm (brain damage; AIDS), social harm (crime to support the 
habit) and personal harm Hp families). He asked: what does the drug problem say about our 
society? Drug dealers see! :!t as business, the pursUit of profits. Does our .societyidolize 
profits at any costs? v 

Vern suggested that we take a social responsibility view of the issue: hold people 
responsible for the harm being done; examine the. dominant value in our society, "feeling 
good"; reconsider and support that which really gives meaning to our lives, our spirituality 
and our relationships. 

Dr. Don Andrews, Canadian Psychological Association, asserted that longitudinal$tudies of 
alcoholism have shown that adventurism and pleasure seeking are more important 
determinants of alcohol abuse than fora means of coping with stress. Those at risk may 
also be identified: family conditions and immediate social environment are .ore ilaportant 
determinants than social class. 

Decriminalization was explored once again, in the context of the notions of harm done, the 
.arket forces behind trafficking, and the infor.ation about those at risk. 

Dr. John Bradford noted that we cannot equate alcohol, cannabis, cocaine and heroin. Nor 
is it sensible to suggest that since cannabis appears now to be .ore socially accepted,that 
it necessarily be decrillinalized. Cannabis has 550 lIIetabolic substances,. 530 of which we do 
know not what they do. The tar in cannabis .ay be aore dangerous than that in tobacco. 
Alcohol is more physiologically debilitating than Valium, although valium often gets targete"d 
as an over prescribed drug. Finally, sOlie persons are aore wlnerable to the effects of 
drugs. u 

Dr. Riley asserted that humans seek positive reinforce.ent and delay punishment. SOlie drugs 
reviewed provide instant lP'atification. There aust be efforts at replacing the reinforce.ent 
system of drugs with a healthy one. Peer pressure is effective; peer support is necessary. 
The iaportance of working with young persons, educating thea, taking preventive .easures 
was once again indicated. 
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SESSION VII 

Possib1e A1ternat~ves to 
the Present Legal Structure 

and Drug Strategy 

The purpose of this session was to examine the status quo and possible improvements to 
the present system: for exaaple, legalization, regulation. decriminalization, public education. 

o 
StiJlulated by the wide renging discussion on the\first day of the seJlinar, the participants 
considered a number of questions which helped organize their thinking: 

- should we seek an alternative system of control. .. not through the criminal justice system 
nor through legalization? 

- what would the ideal system be? 

- who is the most primary target group if a program target approach were to be taken? 

- how much control should society exert over individual behaviour? 

- should we accept use, and concentrate on abuse? 

- do we want to regulate or eliminate? 

Recognizing that the seminar was not intended to produce final positions, and definitive 
statements, the participants nevertheless sought lIore clarificatioll:cof the objective of their 
deliberations. (I 

There appeared to be consensus that the objective was: to reduce the direct and indirect 
harlll done to drug users. 

Three broad approaches to the objective emerged: 

1. pursue the objective through the status quo, which includes the Canadian National Drug 
Strategy, and through justice and enforceaent aandates as given: 

2. pursue the objective through an increaental approach to change, which includes setting 
priorities (i.e. children, education, and treatment!: facilitated prosecution of traffickers: 
tackling points of resistance (producing countries, the cr1ainal justice system in 
particular enforceaent personnel: the public): 

3. pursue the objective through a bara done, social responsibility perspective, which 
includes values, education and reinforceaent, accountabIlity for behaviour at all points 
of the social spectrua, the provision of treataent services and other resources, 
education of the public to the societal costs of harJl done' through drug use. 

11 



SOlie observations .ade during this discussion included the rfollowing. Decriminalization 
appears a aore acceptable alternative than legalization. Decriminalization is intended to 
encourage more abusers to enter the treataent system, to reduce marginalization without 
creating a societal climate that fosters drug use and drug abuse. 

Drug use might helpfully be viewed as a pyrallid with addicts at the tip (i.e. the silallest 
group) widening out to occasional drug users and even wider at the base (the general 
population) Programs could be targeted for addicts first, then appropriate educational and 
prevention progra.s could be directed to the other sectors. 

One of the most disturbing aspects of drug use and abuse is that as things are now, young 
people are the aost at risk. They are wlnerable as well to the pushers and traffickers. 
While education and treatment programs are necessary, speedy prosecution of traffickers and 
effective enforcement and prosecution of larger dealers is galled for. These persons are 
exploiting our young people for profit. 

By viewing drugs in terms of "all or nothin,g" approaches, such as criminalization versus 
legalization, we fail to provide ourselves with an opportunity to learn from experience. 
Maybe we should start with permi:t:ting aarihuana use only, or simply say users are not 
criminal. This "experiment" cou-Id then be monitored to see what effects it has on use and 
abuse, and related issues such as crime, and on treatment programs. 

Drug trafficking is the worst expression of amoral capitalism. It is not necessarily a high
risk venture, given the success of cross-border smuggling, the amount that is sold on the 
streets, and the return on investment. The economics lIIust inform our response. 

The AIDS problem may be a powerful learning tool which can point us in the proper 
direction. AIDS is a question of the person dying, and other indirect victims are dying too. 
This touches home. We are all potential victims and intravenous drug use is clearly 
illlplicated in the spread of AIDS. It may be easier to sell anti-drug campaigns by linking 
it to AIDS. That is, a long-term preventative strategy is to cut down on drug use from the 
start. 

An overall education program should emphasize good health is its own reward. In a recent 
aunicipal election in Toronto, voters voted for Healthy 2000. (better health, no pollution) 
instead of pro-development. AlDS is a way to get drug-users concerned about their health, 
but we need better trained educators. 
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SESSIONV'III 

AIDS in Prison 

PRESENTATION BY 

Dr. Diane Riley 
AIDS Education Co-ordinator 

Municipality of Metro Toronto 

Dr. Diane Riley. AIDS Education Coordinator, Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, presented 
a session on AIDS and showed the videotape AIDS in Prison. 

Dr. Riley stated that it is very regrettable that society has not done anything about AIDS 
until it has affected the general population. And the projections of infection are alarming. 

Canada on the whole stands poorly in respect to its action on AIDS. Toronto is an ,exception, 
and it is a good example of the importance of public health taking precedence over current 
law. 

Canada rates 21st in the world for the number of persons per capita with the AIDS virus. 
It ranks fifth in the rate of spread. The high rate of infection in Canada is shocking since 
we have the resources to address the problem but we'may not have adequate resources if 
the problem is not dealt with now. 

One issue of major concern is drug use and drug use in prisons. There is even a problem 
with occasional intravenous drug users, because they share needles. AIDS spreads in this 
way. Prisons must be dealt with, for whether i~ is outlawed or not, and whether we like it 
or not, intravenous drug use goes on inside. Inmates are released to the general population 
and the AIDS virus is spread. Spreading !lay extend well down the line of contacts, through 
drug-related .eans or through conventional heterosexual relations after release. 

Dr. Riley outlined the problems being encountered in respect to AIDS and drug use: 

GAPS: education 
syringe exchange 
drop-in centres 
housing 
shelters 
treatllent 
social supports 

BARRIERS: lack of .oney 
attitudes 
legislation 
police 
bureaucracy 
lack of organization 

. denial 
inappropriate education techniques 
time 
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Dr. Riley outlined the public education, political activist role that was necessary in 
Toronto to mobilize support to address AIDS. She showed the group two kits that are being 
.ade available to intravenous drug users, facilitating needle .exchange and syringe 
cleansing. She then challenged the group to consider the dimension of the problem in 
canadian prisons and to consider .eans of addressing it. 

The videotape underlined Dr. Riley's account of the problem of AIDS in prison and the 
concern that lIeans be created to reduce th~ likelihood of spread. 

Following the video, the participants passed a resolution in respect to r@ucing the 
likelihood of the spread of AIDS in prisons. The resolution as reported on page one was to 
be presented to the planning COllmittee of NAACJ.Th1s was done on January 5, 1989 by the 
seminar chair.an. Mr. Louis Zeitloun (see appendix). 

SESSION IX 
I 

Where do we go from here? 

MODERATOR 

Louis Zei tOUll. 
Chairman of the Seminar 

A number of observations and suggestions were put fOlrth. They 'Were: 

- that individual organizations act quicldy to addrelss the AIDS problem; 

- that the Correctional Service of Canada be invited to NAACJ to inform .e.bers about 
their response to the AIDS problem 

- that a collective effort at the national level be undertaken to develop .education tools 
in respect to AIDS 

- that NAACJ has the potentiru. to provide .ore leadership .in respect to drug abuse, 
generally 

-that NAACJ .embers and experts should attend E~ach others' conferences to reduce 
isolation and encourage collective action 

- that there is a pressing need for dialogue between law~OI'.oeIIent and social/health 
services personnel in respect to drugs and AIDS 

- that the aedia be infor.ed about this area of con~:ern 

- that thought be given to hosting a session for prlson adv1sory cO.lIlittees 

- that the issue of personal responsibility and lifestyle ,practices must be raised in 
various contexts 
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that the Selllinar J)iscussion Paper, written by Eugene Os capella, and the background 
material presentedl, by Dr. Riley, be set to 'Mr. Ole Ingstrup, Commissioner of Corrections 

if 

Mr. Zeitoun adjourned
l 
the seminar. , 

I 
:1 

II 
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National Associations Active in Criminal Justic'e 
Associations nationales interesseesa la justice criminelle 

55 Parkdale, Ottawa, Ontario, KIY 1ES (613) 725-3715 

NAACJ SEMINAR 

Reducing the Harm'1of Drug Use: 
Legalization and Other Issues 

Monday. November 28 - Tu.esday. Nbvember 29. 1988 

Top of the Hill.. Room 
Skyl..i:n.e Hotel.. 

Ottawa. Ontario 

PURPOSE, OF THE SEMINAR 

1. To explore the effectiveness of Canada's current approach to controlling drug use through the 
criminal justice system ' 

2. To look at ways to reduce the harm caused to society by "illicit" drug use 

3. To identify issues for future consideration and analysis 

PROGRAM 

MONDAY. NOVEr~BER 28 

8:30 am REGISTRATION 

9:00 am SESSION I 
Welcome to the Participants 
Louis Zeitoun 
Seminar Chairman 

Introduction to the Seminar 
Eugene Oscapella. lawyer and author of 
the Seminar Discussion Paper 

PURPOSE: To introduce the scope of the issues. 

9:20 am SESSION II 
The Scope of the Illicit Drug 
Problem in Canada 

PURPOSE: To determine the demographic composition 
of the user population (children, adults, those in 
trouble with the law genera lly and within the prison 
population specifically) 

To determine the dollar costs for lawenforcel1lent 

To determine the success rate in attack ing drug 
crime 

To determine the link between drug use and crime: 

(a) crime committed while under the influence of 
drugs 

(b) crime committed to support the cost of Illicit 
drug Mbits 

(c) crile cOImitted by drug traffickers against 
other traff Ickers .. 

MODERATOR: Vern Redekop, Church Council 
on Justice and Corrections 

PRESENTATIONS BY: 

Assistant Commissioner Rod Stamler 
Economic Crime Directorate 
R. C. M. P. 



MqNDAY, NOVEMBER 28 r 19iB8 (Continued) 

Ms. Holly Johnson; Senior Analyst 
Statistics and Informa.tion Directorate 
Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics 

10:00 811 DISCUSSION 

10:30 am BREAK 

11:00 am SESSION III 
The Scope of the Illicit Drug 
Problem in Canad~ (Continued) 

PURPOSE: To identify the imp~ct on prison population 
of drug-induced crime lind crime to obtain drugs. 

MODERATOR: Darryl Davies 
Canadi.an Criminal Justice 
Assocj,ationl 

PRESENTATION BY: 
Dr. Timothy Fullerton. Director 
Operations and Plans. Health Care Section 
Correctional Service of Canada 

, ' 

2:00 pm SESSION V 
Legislative add Historical 
Framework 

i 
PURPOSE: To outllne th\! origins of Canada's drug 
laws, the current Narcet:,lcs Centrel I Act and Food and 
Drug Act, ,recent deve:)opmentsand internat i onal 
oblfgations in a le'gislativei andhistcirical 
framework. . 

1.( 
PRESENTATION BY: ,'i 

.Eugene Oscapella.! the author of the 
Seminar Discussio~ Paper 

2:30 'pm SESSION VI ;' 
The Impact of Cur/rent Laws and 

Current Dru~ Strategies ori 
NAAC'] Member! Org~mizations 

PURPOSE: To exp lore the current effects of 
legislation on drugs on NAI~CJ client groups. 

4:15 pm AD']OURNMEN,:{! OF FIRST DAY 
11:20 am DISCUSSION Louis Zeitoun. ;Seminar ChairlRan 

11:40 am SESSION IV 
Current Strategies for Dealing 
with Drug Use 

PURPOSE: To deter'lIIine· federa I government and non
governmental drug strategies 

MODERATOR: Madeleine Mailhot, Canadian 
Bar Association 

PRESENTATION BY: 
Pleter de Groot. Program Officer. 
Health Proaotion Directorate, 
Health and tielfare Canada 

12:00 PI!I DISCUSSION 

12:30 Pill LUNCH 



TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 29 

8:30 am Coffee, Tea, Juice avaUable 

9:00 811 SESSIo.N VII 
Introduction to Second Day 

Louis Zeitoun, Seminar Chairman 

9:15 am SESSION VIII 
Possible Alternatives to the 
Present Legal Structure and 
Drug Strategy 

PURPOSE: To ex!!mine the status quo and possible 
improvements to the present system: for examp Ie, 
legalization, regulation, decriminalization, public 
educ!!tion 

To consider which possible improvements fit within 
the social responsibHity appro!!ch to criminal 
Justice 

10:45 am BREAK 

11:45 am SESSIo.N IX 
Plenary Plan agenda for 
afternoon session 

MODERATOR: Louis Zeitoun, Seainar 
Chairllan 

12:00 pa LUNCH AND NAACJ ANNUAL MEETING 

i:30 pm SESSIo.N X , 
VIDEO. PRESENTATION: 
AIDS in Prison 

Presented by: Diane Riley, AIDS Education 
Co-ordinator, Municipality of MetrcJ 
Toronto 

2:00 pm SESSIo.N XI 
Where do we go from· here? 

TYPE OF SESSION AND CONTENT TO BE 
DETERMINED BY PARTICIPANTS 

3:30 pm ADJo.URNMENT o.F SEMINAR 

Louis Zeitoun, Seminar Chairman 
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LETTER TO NAACJ MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS FROM THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

January 26, 1989 

I am writing to inform your organization that the following resolution was 
passed by the seminar participants who attended the NAACJ Seminar on Reducing the Harm 
of Drug Use: Legalization and Other Alternatives on ~ovember 29, 1988. () 

The participants of this seminar on Reducing the Harm of Drug Use recommend that 
the Planning Committee of the National Associations Active in Criminal Justice act 
to encourage NAACJ members to immediately focus on means to alleviate the existing 
or potential spread of HIV infection in prisons through drug injection and other 
forms of needle use and sexual activity. 

The Planning Committee is referred to Recommendations #28, #29 and #30 from Aids: 
A Perspective for Canadians (as follows) on staff and inmate training. 

RECOMMENDATION 28: We recommend that free condoms. needles. syringes and 
facilities for decontaminating needles be made available to injection drug 
users who choose not to refrain from behaviours that could transmit HIV. 

RECOMMENDATION 29: We recommend that facilities for decontaminating needles 
be made readil.v available to inmates in correctional institutions. 

RECOMMENDATION 30: We recommend epidemiological surveys to monitor the 
spread of HIV infection among injection drug users. using voluntary and/or 
anonymous testing. 

Aids: A Perspective for Canadians Summary Report and Recommendations. Royal 
Society of Canada. 

The resolution was presented to the Planning Committee of NAACJ on January 5, 1989. 
After discussion about the resolution and having considered some associations' responses 
to the problem of AIDS, it was decided that you be informed of the resolution and be 
provided with any supporting material we could assemble. We therefore enclose a resolution 
passed by the John Howard Society of Canada on December +2, 1988, an article and some 
statistics for your information. 

I hope this information is useful to your organization. If you plan or have taken 
action on this issue, I would appreciate notification in order to pass your material on to 
your colleagues on the Planning Committee. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

(a) The Theme 

This discussion paper examines reducing the global 
harm of drug use, notably the use 6f those drug~ that we now 
call "illic~it" - for example, heroin, cocaine and marihuana. 

THIS PAPER IS NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT THE POSITION OF THE 
NAAC3 OR ANY OF ITS MEMBERS. IT IS A DISCUSSIO~ DOCUMENT 
ONLY. 

Almost everything that is said in this paper has been said 
before. One can be both encouraged and discouraged by this. 
One is encouraged becau~,e others have argued the val idity of 
many of the ideas in thfs paper. One is discouraged 
because, despite their validity, ideas about reforming our 
approach to drug use remain cries in the wilderness. If 
anything, the mood in society seems to be swinging towards 
heavier reliance on the criminal law to deal with drug use. 
As this paper argues, the~lication of the criminal law 
does more harm than good. ' 

This paper does not simply look for ways to reduce drug use. 
It also considers the appropriateness of measures to do so. 
The measures used to effect a reduction in drug use might 
well cause more "global" harm than is warranted simply to 
achieve a reduction. The moral and ethical costs of 
some measures (for example, executing heroin addicts or 
giving them lengthy minimum prison terms) will almost D 
certainly outweigh the benefits to be obtained from the 
resultant reduction in heroin consumption. From this global 
perspective, the paper criticizes the cohsequences of 
t~ckling drug use with the criminal law. 

To summarize, the purpose of this paper (and the seminar to 
which it relates) is as follows: 

(1) to look at ways to reduce the global harm caused to 
society by drug use, 

(2) to explore the effectiveness of Canada's current 
approach to controlling some. types of drug use through the 
criminal justice system, and 

(3) to identify issues for future consideration and·' 
'~: : : • ~.' f • ," .", ':, • ,,'" 

analysis. 
'",' ' .. ' 

These topics can be explored effectively only by recognizing 
drug use as a multidisciplinary problem. It concerns the 
police, lawyers, judges, health care professionals, 
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politicians, social workers and those governmental and 
voluntary sector agencies involved wi th th,e c,riminal justice 
system. Abpve all, it affects the ordinar~ Canadian who 
fears an explosion of drug use and drug-related crime. 

This paper has been prepared in a spiri t that'~will accept 
criticism and new ideas. It is intended simply to stimulate 
and focus discussion. 

(b) Drug Use and the Social Responsibility Approach to 
Criminal Justice 

In December, 1987, the National Associations Active in 
Criminal Justice (NAACJ) held a seminar to review a 
discussion paper entitled A Social Responsibility Approach 
to Criminal Justice. 

The paper presented a new approach to our present criminal 
justice system - the social responsibility approach. The 
paper defined the premi§es of the approach, its principles 
and guidelines for implementation. . 

The social responsibility approach provides a convenient 
point of reference for this d:lscussion on reducing the,harm 
of drug use. The Social Responsibility paper criticizes (at 
page 21) criminal laws that c.reate unnecessary categories of 
crime. It also criticizes the practice of ~capegoating 
certain segments of society (at page 21). It calls for 
processes that focus on problem solving rather than 
establishing blame (at page 12). . 

These criticisms and comments raise three questions relevant 
to our examination of drug use: 

(1) Are we creating unnecessary categories of crime by attacking the 
use of certain drugs with the criminal law? (This has been called the 
"overreach" of the criminal law.) 

(2) Are we, by creating unnecessary categories of crime, sc~pegoating 
people (and driving them to the margins of society)? 

(3) Does our current method of "solvingll the drug problem truly focus 
on solving the problem, or does it seek merely to establish blame for 
certain types of conduct? 
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II. HISTORY OF DRUG LEGISLATION IN. CANADA 

(Much of the factual substance of this article (although not 
all the editorial co.aent) is drawn fro. M. Green, ·A 
History of canadian Barcotics Control: r.be Poraative Years· 
(1979), 37 O.T. Pac. L. Rev .• 2; see also Bruce McParlane, 
Drug Offences in canada (2d ed. 1986) at pp. 3~28). 

The process by which Canada acquired what are generically 
referred to as its "narcotic control" laws is a cross 
between a farce and a bad dream. It confirms one's worst 
(and most cynical) suspicions about the governmental process 
that generates criminal law. 

Canada appears to have been the first Western country to 
criminalize the distribution of narcotics for recreational 
purposes. Canada did so first in 1908. The United State~ 
followed only in 1914. In fact; opium was recognized as a 
legal SUbstance in Canada in 1879 through the imposition of 
federal import duties on opium. 

Until 1908, the only narcotic of social concern in Canada 
was opium. Opiates were freely prescribed. They were 
widely used throughout the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. The patent medicine industry sold opium
fortified household remedies, pain killing syrups and the 
like. Surveys estimated that between 200,000 and 2 mjllion 
Americans were addicted at the turn of the century. No 
comparable Canadian statistics are available. 

In Canada, opium addiction occurred large~y in the middle-
\' 

aged middle-class. It was generally rega~ded as an 
individual medical problem or vice. It w~~ not generally 
viewed as a menace to society or as a criminal habit. A 
smaller community of users existed among the Chinese 
community in Canada. 

At the turn of the century, racial disharmony between 
Chinese immigrants.·and whites led to various confrontations 
in western Canada. In 1907, William Lyon Mackenzie King, 

: 'then Deputy Minister of Labour, was sent to Vancouver to 
investigate racially-motivated riots and to arrange 
reparation for Asians who had suffered property losses in 
the riots. . 

Two claimants were Chinese opium merchants who asked for 
substantial compensation for·theirlosses. King was 
affronted by this and eventually conducted an unofficial 
investigation into the'opium ·trade in British·Columbia. 
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After consulting groups that may have been biased against 
the opium trade, King concluded that the "evil" of opium 
could be eradicated only by prohibiting its importation, . 
manufacture and sale. 

Within three weeks of King's report of his conclusions about 
opium, Canada's first criminal narcotics legislation was 
drafted, passed and given royal assent. It was called An 
Act to prohibit the importation, manufacture and sale of 
Opium for other than medicinal purposes (also known as the 
Opium Act). The Act did not prohibit possession or use. 

There was no discussion of the legislation in the 
House of Commons and no effective opposition in the senate. 
The only real concession obtained by the Senate was a delay 
of six months in implementing the legislation to allow 
merchants to dispose of their stock. The legislation was 
racist and moralistic. It apparently had no:\broad public 
support but slipped through because of public apathy about 
the issue. 

King was Canada's delegate at the Shanghai Opium Commission 
of 1909. There he apparently con,tributed to the passage of 
various resolutions urging nations to pass strict measures 
on domestic opium use. ~ 

Canada soon experienced the corrupting effect of 
criminalizing opium. A 1910 royal commission reported that 
the 1908 Opium Act had served to inflate the price of opium 
and made trafficking in the drug a highly lucrative 
business. This created the need for more powerful 
legislation, especially since customs officers were having 
virtually no effect on illicit importation. 

In 1911, King introduced new legislation dealing with opium 
and cocaine. The genesis of this legislation is not 
entirely clear, although King1s personal beliefs clearly 
played a strong role. As well, various organizations were 
concerned about the use of cocaine, particularly among the 
young in :Montreal. And, as stated above, the need to 
counter the black market (created, ironically, by the i908 
legislation) was also a factor. 

The proposed 1911 legislation generated more discussion in 
Parliament than did the 1908 legislation. This discussion 
had a highly moralistic tone, but little empirical 
informatic)n. One commentator described the. debate as being 
character :lzed "by vagueness on one hand and by panic on the 
other hand". 
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The 1911 Opiu~ and Drug A6t broadened the types of drugs 
covered by criminal legislation. The importation, 
manufacture, sale, simple possession and transpo~tation of 
these drugs "without lawful excuse" and "for other than 
scientific or medicinal purposes" were defined as summary 
offences. Maximum penalties were $500 or one year in 
prison, Or both. Smoking opium was defined as i lesser 
offence, as was being found in \lan opium "resort". 

The.Act also introduced strict controls on the legitimate 
trade in opium. Equally important, it enlarged police 
enforcement capabilities. 

Subsequent Canadian narcotics laws have been modelled on 
the 1911 legislation ~ legislation that clearly bore racist 
and moralistic overtones. Later legislat~on was influenced 
by other factors as well. As Green argues: 

The influential forces ..• have beeri diverse: international treaty 
obligations, American social and, legislative developments, continued 
racial paranoia, reformist campaigns , prescribing indi.scretions, 
recurring police demands for great'er enforcem~p,'l: powers, the creation 
of a federal control apparatus, and, OCr;:afi;~onaJly, the courts' 
reluctance to construe Parliament's enactm~nts as liberall~ as did 
the police. (at 51) 

No significant changes to narcotics ieglslation occurred 
until 1920. From 1920 until 1960 several amendments were 
made and new pro~isions added, including the following: 

· provisions deeming a person to be in possession of a prohibit~d 
drug unless he could prove it was there wit~out hi~ knowledge Or 
authority (1921) 

· the enactment of a distinct offence prohibiting sales to minors 
(1921) 

· the enactment of a power of search (without warrant) by a peace 
officer where there was reasonable cause to suspect that a prohlbited 
drug was being kept .or concealed in any of various places (searching 
a house still required a search warrant) (1,922,') 

automatic deportation of aliens following conviction (a racist 
measure clearly aimed at the Chinese) (1922) 

a consolidation of the legislation and the inclusion of more 
substances, including heroin. (apparently this is the first specific 
mention of heroin, ·"althoughit .may have fallen under a general. 
prohibited category·· befo.~e . the.n), -codeine, eucaine, cocaine, 
morphine, cannabis indica (Indian hemp) and "hasheesh" (1923) 
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amendments allowing for the issue of writs of assistance (a 
powerful and now outlawed form of search warrant) by the Exchequer 
Court (1929) 

· increased penalties for trafficking, and new evidence provisions 
that made it easier to convict persons of possession for the purpose 

" of trafficking (1953). 

In 1960-61, the legislation was restructured and renamed the 
Narcotic Control Act. Its present form largely remains that 
of the 1961 legislation. 

In Canada, drugs have also been regulated under the Food and 
Druqs Act. Chemical drug abuse during the 1960's likely led 
to amendments to the Act to create a new schedule of drugs, 
the sale or distribution of which was prohibited. LSD was 
one such drug. 

Because of the increas~d popularity of LSD and other 
hallucinogens, schedules of "restricted" and "controlled" 
drugs were added to the Food and Drugs Act. The law on 
these scheduled drugs largely parallels that"found in the 
Narcotic Control Act. 

The Current Legislative Scheme 

Heroin, cocaine, marihuana and several other drugs defined 
by law as "narcotics" are dealt with by the Narcotic 
Control Act. The Act sets out several offences: 

· possession (penalties up to seyen years imprisonment) 

· trafficking (up to life imprisonment) . 

importing and exporting (minimum seven years (note that this 
specific minimum penalty was declared unconstitutional in 19S7 by 
the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Smith) 

,', 

· cultivation without a licence (up to seven years). 

The Food and Drugs Act applies three different criminal 
control schemes, depending on the drug involved.' Two of the 
schemes are particularly relevant to this discussion paper. 
Part III of the Act ~rohibits trafficking in controlled 
drugs (for example, amphetamines). It is an offence to 
traffic or to possess for the purpose of trafficking. 
Penalties range up to ten years. Unlike narcotics and 
marihuana, however, simple possession of a controlled drug 
is not an offence. '\ 

i\ 
1/ 
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Part IV of the Act controls restricted dru(~ (including LSD 
and MDA) to a greater extent~ Unlike the $ituation with 
controlled drugs, possession of a restrict~d drug is 
prohibited; an offender may be imprisoned for up to three 
years. Traff icking or possession for the :purpose of 
traff icking is also prohibited. Maximum plenal ty is ten 
years imprisonment. . 

Canadian criminal legislation on narcotics arid other 
lIillicitll drugs can be summarized as follows: 

Narcotics Marihuana 

Possession yes yes 
prohibited 

Trafficking yes yes 
prohibited 

Possession 
for 
trafficking 
prohibited yes yes 

Importing and 
exporting 
prohibited yes yes 

Cultivation yes yes 
prohibited (opium poppy) 

Contro.lled 
Drugs, 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

not 
applicable 

Restricted 
Dr\1gs 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

not 
applicable 

These are not the only pieces of criminal legislation 
dealing with drugs. For example, Bill C-61 provides more 
efficient mechanisms for seizing the p~oceeds of crime, 
including drug crime. This legislation comes into force in 
January, 1989. 

III. THE DISADVANTAGES OF EMPLOYING THE CRIMINAL LAW TO 
CONTROL DRUGS 

The 1913 Final Report of the Commission of Inguiry into the Non
Medical Use of Drugs (the Le Dain Commission Report L"identif ied several 
IIcostS" of us~ng the criminal law to deal with drug abuse. Other 
literatureid.~nti,fies .add.itional costs. This part summarizes various 
views on the da~agedone by applying the criminal law to some forms of 
drug use. Part IV will briefly discuss the advantages of applying the 
criminal law to drug related activities. 
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In summ~\ry, the disadvantages of criminalization are the 
following: 

(a) creation of an illicit market 

{b} forcing"users to deal wit~ criminal ~lements to 
obtain a supply of drugs and pushing users to commit 
crimes to maintain a habit 

(c) inhibiting people from seeking treatment 
0 

(d) inhibiting drug education 

(e) demand on law enforcement resour.ces 
-'-==-' 

( f ) calls for 
l 

of enforcement hetter means 

(g) the moral stigma associated with calls for change 

(h) legislating morality 

(i) the rigidity of the criminal law 

(j) the inconsistency of the criminal law 

(k) inappropriate role models 

(I) the attractiveness of risk 

(m) a terrorist tool 

(n) diversion of funds from the legitimate economy 

(0) encouragement to become a poly-drug user 

(p) AIDS and drug use 

(q) lack of quality control 

(r) stigmatization and marginalization of drug users 

(s) drug use in prisons. 
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(a) Creation of An Illicit Market 

The Le Dain Com~ission Report states: 
;, 

The first and undoubtedly the most serious of the costs qf criminal 
law prohibit.ion is the encouragement anci maintenance of ~n illicit" 
market. When we prohibit something which a lot of people d.esire and 
are willing to pay money for we invite people to create an illicit 
market. In effect, we create a profitable enterprise for criminally 
inclined elements. Moreover, the more effective our law enforcement 
against distribution is, the more attractive we make the ~arket for 
professional criminal elements by forcing the price up and putting 
a premium on skill and daring. This is an inherent and unavoidable 
cost of prohibition of distribution. (at 56) (my emphasis) 

This argument, simply stated, is one familiar to any 
business person. Drug trafficking can be a highly 
profitable business. Criminal prohibition forces the price 
of drugs up. Large profits can therefore be made by selling 
these drugs. The attractiveness of trafficking illicit 
drugs leads to active "marketing". The more you sell, the 
richer you get. The threat ot criminal sanction is too 
remote (and the profits created through the law's 
est.ablishment of a black market too great) to dissuade 
people from trafficking drugs in $chool, for example. 

Furthermore, as law enforcement becomes more sophisticated, 
"amateur" criminals may be driven out of 'the market; their 
place will be taken by mor~ sophisticated (and hence more 
dangerous) "professionals". 

Perhaps drug trafficking is the model of (amoral) high risk 
capitalism. tt is almost like investing in speculative 
stocks. If you win, you win big. If you lose, you lose 
big; you may even be able to contemplate your failure in 
prison. 

Clearly, however, the risk of loss is not great enough today 
to deter people from "investing" in the drug business. 

If the risk of loss does not (or cannot, within the bounds 
of respect for civil liberties, be made to) operate as a 
disincentive to enter the drug trade, another disincent~ve 
,mus t be chosen. ' .. [ 

One obvious (to all but Parliamentarians and most other 
Canadians) disincentive is to reduce the profitability of 
the "drug 'trade at the front end. Reduce the business 
person's ability to win big. If the black market were 
eliminated, market forces would cause the price of formerly 
illicit drugs to plunge to their tru~ price of production, 
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which is substantially (perhaps even a hundred fold) less 
than the black market price. 

The lower pr ice of the drug w.ould make it unprof i table for a 
producer to market to school children, particularly if 
sanctions were imposed for doing so (Thus, we would not 
legalize across the board; we would selectively legalize). 
Hence, the incentive to market to those we want to protect 
most - children - would largely disappear. As an example of 
how this scheme might work, look at alcohol. There may be 
alcohol problems and alcohol experimentation in schools, but 
1s there a significant (and dangerous) black market in 
alcohol to compound the problem? 

(c) Forcing Users to Deal with Criminal Elements to Obtain a 
Supply of Drugs and Pushing Users to Commit Crimes to 
Maintain a Habit 

La Dain states.: 

[P]eople who persist in seeking to use the prohibited drug will be 
obliged to have contact with criminal elements and in the process 
will be exposed to a variety of illicit drugs and drug use. Some 
will be lntroduced to other kinds of crime and become part of a 
criminal pattern of life. (at 56-57) 

To maintain an expensive illicit drug habit (which may run 
to thousands of dollars a week) some users will turn to 
crime (break and enter, shoplifting, etc.). There may be no 
precise way e)f measuring the amount of " sp in-off" crime 
attributable to people trying to support a drug habit. One 
hears a wide (and therefore suspect) range of estimates, 
some as high as 70%. Licit drug habits, on the other hand 
(alcohol, tobacco, caffeine), rarely seem to lead to the 
commission of crime simply to allow the user to purchase the 
drug. This is certainly in part because the price of licit 
drugs has not been driven up by criminalization. 
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(c) Inhibiting People from Seeking Treatment 

Le Dain states: 

[B]y making conduct criminal we may inhioit people from seeking help 
from other sources, such as medical treatment. The fear of being 
identified as a drug user, and thereafter being subject to
surveillance, may make some people reluctant to approach treatment 
facilities. The attitude of treatment personnel may also be 
adversely affected by the characterization of the conduct as 
criminal. Sometimes treatment authorities are placed in an awkward 

. pos! tion in relation to law enforcement author! ties, as, for example, 
where they are expected to furnish evidence of violation of probat10n 
or parole. (at 57) 

(d) Inhibiting Drug Education 

Le Dain states: 

In discussing the pros and cons of drug use ... one is placed in the 
rather ambivalent moral position of assuming that one's listeners may 
choose to break the law if there are not other good reasons for not 
using the drug .... What all this amounts to is that so l6~g as the 
law purports to make the decision for us it is difficult to discuss 
drug use in the context of a wise exercise of freedom of choice. 

The legal characterization of certain kinds of drug use can 
affect drug education in other ways. A legal characterization that 
is at extreme variance with the facts, as has been the case with 
cannabis, can undermine not only the credibility of the law, but also 
the credibility of information about other drugs. For example, it 
has been said that the very misleading impression which the law has 
conveyed about cannabis, by placing it on the same basis as the 
opiate narcotics, has led many young people to question the truth of 
information about more dangerous drugs." including heroin. (at ,57) 

One need only remember the grossly distorted characterization of 
marihuana in the film "Reefer Madness" and in literature of the period 
to understand why so many people suspect "official" stories about the 
dangers of drug use. 
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(e) Demand on Law Er,)~orcement Resources 

Le Dain notes that a disproportionate application of law 
enforcement resources is required to deal with drug crimes: 

y 

The numbers involved in drug-related behaviour are such 
tha,t we would have to employ a very large proportion of 
the time of police, prosecut~rs and judges to make a 
serious, systematic effort to enforce"the law. This 
would inevitably have an adverse effect on other law 
enforcement priorities. Any crime which involves such 
a high proportipn of the otherwise non-criminally 
inclined population is bound to produce a very drastic 
distortion in the application of law enforcement 
resourc~s if a re~lly serious atiempt is made to 

enforce the law. 

In fact, the law can only deal with a very small 
proportion of the actual number of offenders, and this 
on a haphazard basis. . .. The result is that for a 
very substantial expenditure there is really only a 
modest yield. The purpose of law enforcement in this 
area is simply to reinforce to some extent the moral 
injunction of the law. (at 58) 

The police face particularly daunting problems. They do not 
have adequate resources to pursue even a significant 
fraction of drug offences. Nor are they likely to receive 
sufficient resources to do so. This means thati!they must be 
selective in choosing targets. 

Selecting targets out of a crowd has long been part of 
police work. It is characterized as "police discretion". 
While the exercise of police discretion is a necessary part 
of police work, it can lead to problems. /1n the drug 
context, it may lead to accusations tha~~the police are 
singling out a particular group for pros'ecution. As a 
corollary, it may mean that the police are ignoring others. 
At some indefinable point, this exercise of discretion 
amounts to the "licensing" of certa.in drug users or dealers. 

Licensing arrangements can nonetheless be useful to the 
police. For example, the police may overluok that a person 
i~ dealing drugs if that person supplies them with 
iriformation ~o apprepend other drug dealers. If the police 
are allowing a small fish to go free to catch a bigger fish, 
this may not seem too objectionable. Sometimes, however, 
these licensing arrangements allow the small fish cum 
informer to eliminate his competition and iMprove his own 
position - assisted by the police. 
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Drug crimes are "victimless", in that there is often no 
direct victim to complain that a crime has occurred. 
Accordingly, the police are forced to rely heavily on 
informers. These informers often have a history of criminal 
activity. Their trustworthiness and their motives may 
therefore be suspect, especiaily since informing on others 
may eliminate their drug trade competition. As well, the 
police may feel pressured t.o make "deals" with an informer 
that can appear to compromi~e ~he integrity of the police. 

This licensing process and the use o~ informers can tend to 
corrupt the investigative end of the crimina~ justice 
system. 

Another corrupting factor comes from the sheer wealth 
involved in the drug trade. Officials - police, judges and 
customs officers, among otfiers ~ face bribes (and~ometimes 
threats) that keep them from their appointed rounds. 

As an alternative to informers, or to supplement their 
information, police officers work undercover. Undercover 
drug enforcement operations may be lengthy. Undercover. 
officers may be subjected toVenormous pressures to prove 
their "legitimacy". They must work for extended periods to 
develop relationships with the very people they are 
ultimately trying to catch. This must certainly lead to 
psychological stress. It may lead to corruption or death; 
by creating an illicit market with enormous potential to 
acquire riches, we have also encouraged the~uthless 
disposal of anyone who threatens an enterprise through 
police work (or, indeed by subverting the black market 
through legalization). 

The need to employ extraordinary techniques to catch drug 
criminals may also lead to persons being "entrapped" by 
schemes set up by police. If the person intended to commit 
a drug crime and the police merely provided an opportunity 
to do so, there may be few objectionsv. On the other hand, 
the zeal of the police m~y result in their actively 
pressuring a suspect to commit a crime that he would not 
otherwise commit. 

(f) Calls for Better Means of Enforcement 

The difficulty of combatting drug trafficking and drug use 
has given rise to calls for increased resources (police and 
equipment) and investigative powers. Increased resources. 
and enhanced powers may result in minimally (but not .. , 
substantially) more effective enforcement. Unfortunately, 
they may also result in increased oppression by the state. 
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And if extraordinary investigative powers are assigne~ to 
tackle drug traff icking ,what is to stop eager law . II 
enforcement officials ahdParliamentarians from advocatin;g" 
their use for other crimes? Extraordinary drug ~ 
investigation powers will serve at once both as an exampl\e 
of and a justification for extending those powers to othe~ 
areas of criminallaw(t"nforcement. II 

~J 0 I 
The history of drug-riUated legislation in Canada seems to 
have consisted of calfs~'for ever-increasing powers of 
law enforcement. Unfortunately, more effective law 
enforcement can also be viewed as more hr~pressive" law 
enforcement. The history of drug legislation shows that 
many of the most intrusive investigative powers have been 
associated with drug abuse. Wiretaps are most often used to 
investigate suspected drug crime. Until 1985, writs of ~ 
assistance gave certain·RCMP officers almost utifettefed R 

powers to search for drugs. Bill C-61, dealing with seiziqg 
the proceeds of crime, has been criticized as repressive , 
(although many have praised it). Reverse onus provisions 'll 
and mandatory minimum penalties are often associated with \ 
drug offences. The recent American "Zero Tolerance" progra\ 
is another example of the obnoxious and oppressive measures 
that can be adopted when agencies and governments get stuck 
in the mire of the criminal justice approach to drug use. 

(g) The Moral Stigma Associated with Calls for Change 
\~ 
1\ 

It may be argued that criminalizing some forms of drug ~ 
l! distribution and possession creates a climate that makes it 

difficult to press for change. The strong moral tone of the 
criminal law on drugs may stigmatize those who press for 
change as being "immoral" or advocates of lawlessness. 
Instead of looking at the issue of qrug use objectively, 
people adopt strong moral stances buttressed by the criminal 
law. This does little to resolve problems of drug 
dependency. 

(h) Legislating Morality 

Some argue ~hat it is wrong to try to legislate morality. 
Others argue that legislating morality is an inherent 
function of the criminal law. John Stuart Mill adopted the 
former stance: 

The only purpose for which power. can rightfully be 
exercised over any member of a civilized community, 
against his will, is to prevent harm to others. 
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Mill would allow only two exceptions to this rule: to 
protect chilgren and to prohibit pe,ople from voluntarily 
becoming sla'i'es. (j 

If we agree 'i~ith Mill's principle, 'it maY"be wrong to 
criminalize "Fhe USe and distribution of certain drugs. 
Though this discussion paper devotes little space to this 
issue, it is I undoubtedly pivotal in det~rmining society's 
approach to drug use. ' 

I 
I 

(i) The Rigidity of the Criminal ·Law 

The criminal law is rigid. It is not easily changed. Is 
this rigid system the best way of dealing with the drug 
issue? Should a more flexible approach supplant the 
criminal justice system? 

(j) The Inc;onsistency of the Criminal Law 

Caffeine and nicotine are stimulants, but do not attract the 
application of the criminal law; certain other stimulants, 
including cocaine, do attract the criminal law. Caffeine 
and nicotine can both be hazardous to health. 

Alcohol and antihistamines both affect the brain. They are 
sedative hypnotics. Alcohol is particularly dangerous. The 
active ingredients in perfumes are designed to stimulate 
area~ of the brain. 

1/ 

Why does the criminal law attach to the distribution and 
possession of some drugs that affect the brain, but not 
others? Why are we allowed to kill ourselves with alcohol 
and nicotine, which are both acknowledged to be extreielY' 
dangerous to health, ,but not with other drugs? 

The criminal law on d~~gs is inconsistent and irrational. 
Public health argument~ for criminalizing some.drugs falter 
when sees the equally significant damage done by lic'it . 
substances - alcohol and nicotine, for example. 

This inconsistency and irrationality detracts from the 
credibility of the criminal law. 

,: 
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(k) Role Models 

Criminalization creates a black market. The black mar~et 
creates enormo~s profit potential. People become rich from 
drug trafficking. How does one encourage the "work ethic" 
among people (particularly impressionable adolescents) when 
they see their peers becoming wealthy _imply by selling . 
drugs? The drug market. provides the wrong role models. 

(I) ~he Attractiveness of Risk 

Like skydiving, the risks associated with drug trafficking 
and drug use are attractive to some people. Arguably, it 
may enhance their status among peers. Reduce the risk (and 
profitability) of dealing in or using drugs and you may 
reduce the attractiveness of the exercise. 

(m) A Terrorist Tool 

The profitabil~ty of drug crime has made it another method 
to finance tertorist organizations. It also leads to the 
destabilization of governments and can undermine econQmic 
and social institutions. The corruption of the financial 
system to laundter drug money is one example of this. 

(n) Diversion o:f Funds from the Legitimate Eco~.omy 

Some, perhaps all, drug money eventually· returns to the 
legitimate econc)my. After all, drug dealers buy cars, take 
vacations and eat at restaurants. In the meantime, however; 
enormous sums are being diverted from the legitimate 
economy. Among other uses, drug money can be used for 
corruption. No taxes are being paid on drug profits. No 
taxes are paid on the sale of illicit drugs. Accordingly, 
governments are missing out on a major source of revenue 
(which should be captured and diverted to drug education and 
rehabilitation programs). 

(o) Encouragement to become a Poly-drug User 

Criminalizing one drug may encourage people to try other 
l.i.cit or illicit drugs - that is, to become "poly-drug" 
users. In the United States military, for example, some 
marihuana users are alleged to have substituted heroin for 
marihuana because heroin use was easier to conceal (no 
distinctive odours, smaller packages). 
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In effect, criminalizlng some drugs may promote the use of 
other drugs. These other drugs may be even more dangerous 
than the original drug. 

(p) AIDS and Drug Use 

This topic is developed more fully u.nder a separate heading 
in this paper. To summarize, it is strongly arguable that 
criminalizing some forms of injection drug use has greatly 
contributed to the spread of HIV infection and AIDS and is a 
major impediment to slowing their further spread. 

(q) Lack of Quality Control 

Users of illicit drugs have no guarantee of the quality or 
content of the drugs they purchase. This can lead to injury 
or death. 

(r) Stigmatization and Marginalization of Drug User@ 

The criminal law stigmatizes those[who use certain drugs. 
A cocaine dependent person is likeJy to be considered a 
criminal, even though he or she en~ages in no other form of 
criminal activity. An alcoholic, 'on the other hand, is 
likely to be considered someone who has acquired an 
unfortunate social condit;ion. It ,is arguable that the use 
of criminal law against certain drugs has largely created 
the morality that stigmatizes drug users. At most, criminal 
law should express the prevailing morality. The criminal 
law should not be allowed to create it. 

Large numbers of persons who use some drugs have been 
stigmatized by criminal records. Users of alcohol do not 
obtain criminal records unless they also act anti-socially -
for example,.by driving while impaired. 

Stigmatizing those who use certain types of "drugs drives 
them to the margins of society. From there, they are less 
likely to hold employment and less likely to seek treatment 
(or to be considered by politicians to be worthy of 
treatment). They lose precious social contacts with the 
"mainstream", and may compensate by forming social contacts 
at the margins of society. Thus the criminal law promotes 
the 109sening of bonds that could help drug users, while 
promoting the tightening of bonds that may hurt them. 

~, ' .. # ....... ' 
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(s) Drug Use in Prisons 

Users jailed for drug related crimes may wish to continue 
using drugs while in prison. Similarly, jailed traffickers 
may wish to continue their tra~e. The presence of these 
groups in prisons may contribute to the drug problem there. 
Particularly, their presence may result in the recruitment 
of imprisoned non-users. 

IV. THE ADVANTAGES OF EMPLOYING THE CRIMINAL LAW AGAINST 
DRUG USE 

This paper has focussed on arguing that the criminal law is 
inappropriate for controlling drugs. Nonetheless, one mqst 
recognize the strength of arguments that support using the 
criminal law. Some of these are summarized here. They 
include the following: 

(a) providing a control mechanism 

(b) criminal law gives expres~ion to morality 

(c) criminal penalties may limit drug consumption 

( d) cr iminal iz ing drugs employspeo'ple 

(e) criminalizing drugs accords with international obligations 
and domestic legislative schemes in other countries.. 0 

(a) Provision of a Control Mechanism 

The present c.t'iminal law approach to some drug use provides 
a method of control and a law enforcement hierarchy to 
exercise that control. If tb.e criminal law did not touch on 
drugs, it would be necessary" to create some other mechanism 
of control. 

(b) Criminal Law Gives Expression to Morality 

Some argue that the criminal "law should give expression to 
morality (but see the contrary argument of .:John Stuart Mill, 
above). Criminalizing the distribution and possession of 
some drugs does this (although, as argued elsewhere in this 
paper, it may have been the criminal law that created the 
morality in the first place). 
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(c) Criminal Penalties May Reduce Drug Consumption 

People may be dissucl\ded from .~sing certain drugs because 
they fear a criminal penalty. 

(d) Criminalizing Drugs Employs People 

Although perhaps self-evident,. criminalizing aspects of drug 
use employs people. It employs police, jail guards, crown 
attorneys, defence lawyers, court administrators, judges and' 
government departments. A non-criminal approach to drugs, 
of course, would still employ some people, but not those 
associated with criminal law en:forcement. 

"_c~At least one. author has argued that law enforcement agencies 
maypreate a drug menace to enhance their budgets. Empire 
building is wel,l known to many government departments and 
corporations. Why should the police and other agencies of 
government dealing with drug issues not indulge in this 
practice as well? 

Bruce McFarlanE~, in Drug Offences in Canada (2d ed. 1986), 
reports the following: . 

Whi taker [th~~ author of a 1969 Canadian study, Drug~_ 
and the Lawl' maintains that during the latter part of the 1930's, 
the "great marihuana scare ll arose in the United States largely as a 
result of thfi! activities of H.J. Anslinger, then the Commissioner 
of Narcot~c Drugs. Whitaker contends that Mr. Anslinger and his 
associates in the Federal Bureau of Narcotics used 
their inf luer.ltial position for the purpose of conducting a widespread 
publicity ca~paign against the "horrors" of cannabis (marihuana). 
As to the reason for conducting such a campaign, Whitaker suggests 

i I 

at p. 65 that: ~ 

The reason for the Bureau's sudden concern is not hard to f~nd. 
In the depression years apd with the opiate problem diminishing 
from its high point . 
in the 1920's, the Bureau ·foundthat its annual 
appropriation from Congress was declining. One 
obvious answer to this bureaucratic crisis was to 
create a new drug menace to justify the Bureau's 
continued existence. With the Bureau's command 
over information and communications in the 
narcotics field this di'd not prove to be a very 
difficult task. 

(McFarlane callsWhi taker ',s theo.ry·,"risky·'speoulation" -at 
)best (at p. 26». 
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(e) Criminalizina Drugs Accords with International 
Obligations and Domestic Leg-islative Schemes in Other 
Countries 

Many Western countries - particularly Anglo-American 
countries - attach:some form of criminal penalty to the 
distribution and possession of certain drugs. Canada's laws 
are consistent with domestic legislation in many other 
countries. 

, ,-J 
As well,' Canada adheres to international agreements designed 
to stem the flow of certain drugs\byapplying the criminal ,law. 

It would fly in the face of current international agreements and the 
practices in many countries if' Canada were to adopt "a non-criminal 
approach to the distribution and possession of ~ertain dtugs. on a 
practical level, it would also be difficult for Canada to alter its 
approach to drugs (perhaps via legalization) if other countries choose 
to maintain a criminal justice approach. Political forces in other 
countries, particularly the United States, make it unlikely that any 
unilateral action by Canada could succeed. 

V. INJECTING DRUGS AND AIDS 

(a) General 

Canada's Feoe:l'a,l Centre for AIDS publ ishes, weekI y figures 
on ,AIDS in Canada. To October 11, 1988,2,040 cases of AIDS 
have been reported to the Centre. As many ,as 30,000 to 
50,000 Canadians may be infected with the HIV (the virus 
that can cause AIDS) but will not yet have developed AIDS. 

The Federal Centre for AIDS has observed that approx~mately 
35-50% of persons infected with HIV will develop AIDS ~ithin 
7 years of becoming infected. Other studies suggest that as 
many as 90% of those infected will eventually develop AIDS. 
At present, AIDS is fatal. 

Of those 2,040 cases of AIDS, less than 1% (15 cases) can be 
associated with IV (intravenous) drug use alone. A further 
2.5% (51 cases among males only) are attributed to some 
combination of IV drug use and homosexual or bisexual 
activity. 

These numbers seem insignificant when compared to the risk 
of accidental death from automobile accidents (4,235 in 
1985) or heart disease (over 58,000 in 1985). Nonetheless, 
the experience in other countries - notably the United 
States, Scotland and Italy -,show the real potential for 
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· intravenous drug use to become a major means of transmitting 
HIV infection into the un infected popdl.~~on. HIV infection 
among intravenous drug users can explode·.trom almost ni 1 to 
50% in less than two years. ~ 

The heterosexual population, unlike the increasingly careful 
homosexual population, has largely not taken 'precautionsl~o" 
prevent the spread of HlV infection. Accordinglyp the 
consequences of an increase in HlV infe~tion among drug 
users could be p~~ticularly disastrous for their -
heterosexual partners and any children born to them. 

HlV infection is spread .mong intr~venous drug users by the 
sharing of needles and syringes contaminated with infected 
body fluids (generally, blood). To avoid HlV infection, 
intravenous drug users are advised to take any of the 
following measures: 

(a) don't inject drugs, 

(b) don't share needles and syringes, or 

(c) if you must share needles Qr syringes,' cl~an them 
with bleach before sharing them. 

The first measure - abstention - is often not practical. 
Drug dependent persons will continue to want drugs. 
Similarly, some people will continue to experiment with 
drugs for various reasons; including curiosity. and peer 
pressure. 

The second measure - not sharing needles and syringes - is 
more practical. Yet it too encounters difficulties. 
Avoiding the sharing of needles and syringes means using . 
one's own injection equipment, or "works".' Although the 
sale of needles and syringes is legal, not every pharmacy 
will sell them to "addicts". Few pharmacies in Montreal, 
for example, sell needles arid syritiges to addicts. In other 
cases, users cannot afford tO,buy syringes and needles (a 
free needle exchange program would resolve thiS). 

Perhaps above all, users fear that the police will watch 
them as they obtain their supply of needles, then follow 
them and arrest them or others with whom they deal. The 
po~ice will rely on the needles and syringes as evidence of 
a drug crime. Accordingly, some addicts are reluctant to 
carry this equipment with them. 

The third option ,~cleaning needles and ,syringes with bleach 
- can be effective. Again, however, addicts fear carrying 
bleach with them. The police may use the bleach as evidence 
of involvement with drugs. 
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(b) The Impact of Legalization 

Legalizing (or at least decriminalizing) drugs that are 
injected may resolve two problems: (1) Addicts would no 
longer need to fear carrying equipment (clean needles or 
bleach) that would prevent HIV infection, as these items 
could no longer be used as evidence of a crime; (2) phar-
macies might not be as reluctant t'o make needles and ~ 
syringes available because doing so will no longer associate 
them with criminal activity. 

The issue here is' life and death. If measures' are not taken 
to control the spread of HIV infection through needle 
sharing, many people, including the "innocent" partners of 
drug users and newborns of the partnership, will die. The 
AIDS cases associated with drug use in New ~ork and New 
Jersey are compelling evidence of this. Yet our current 
legislative (and law enforcement) approach to drug use 
forces the police to work at odds with the greater need of 
society - preventing the deaths that will occur through the 
spread of HIV infection. Street workers encourage addicts 
not to kill themselves and others through needle sharing, 
while the threat. of criminal sanction pressures users to do 
the opposite. We are working at cross-purposes. 

(c) The Special Interests ot:_ PrisoJ~~;'s 

Two phenomena create a risk of spreading AIDS in prisons: 
homosexuality and the sharing of needles and syringes to 
inject drugs. 

The coercive and stressful prison environment "compels", or 
at least encourages, some prisoners to engage in these 
activities. Similarly, the presence in prisons of persons 
jailed for drug crimes makes it more likely that drugs will 
become part of the prison culture. , 

If drug using prisoners want to protect themselves against 
HIV infection, however, they will not be allowed to use 
bleach to clean needles and syringes. Nor will they be 
allowed to obtain clean drug injection equipment. To allow 
either of these measures would amount to an acknowledgement 
(and perhaps, a perceived condonation) of the use of drugs 
in prison. Accordingly,'prisoners are much less able to 
protect themselves against HIV infection than are those 
outside. 
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. Drugs cOlltinue to be injected in prisons. Drug injection 
equipment continues to be shared. This creates an environment ripe 
for the ,pread of HIV infection. In male prisons, the inevitability 
of homos~xual activity, including rape; means that a person may. 
transmit"HIV infection to (or receive it from) an unwilling partner 
through !~exual intercourse. Yet Correctional Service Canada refuses 

. to allow;prisoners access to condoms, thereby compounding the problem.-

A stay ill pr ison is already fraught with dangers. 
Imprisonlnent should not be allowed to burden prisoners with 
addi tionlil and grave heal thrisks when those risks can be 
reduced by simple measures. Yet present prison policy 
threatens to perpetuate an environment fraught with risk. 

Even if the public has no concern for prisoners, it must 
acknowledge that these prisoners will eventually be released 
(if AIDS does not kill them first). The general public will 
then be at risk. 

It is reco .. ended that RAAC3 aeabers i.aediately focus on 
aeans. to alleviate the present or potential spread of BIY 
infection in prisons through drug injection and sexual 
activity. 

The following aeasures .ust be considered, aaong others~ 

(a) pressing for the supply (with DO penalties 
attached) of clean drug injection equipaent to 
prisoners, or 

(b) (again with no penalties attached) providing bleach 
kits to prisoners. to allow thea to clean drug 
injection equipaent before using it. 

In addition, we .ust press for aaking coDdoas available in 
prisons to pre~nt or reduce the spread of BIY infection. 

There is of course no guarantee that prisonGrs will adopt 
measures to prevent the spread of AIDS even if they are 
permitted to do so. I assume, however, that most prisoners 
are in fact interested in preserving their health and will 
take reasonable precautions to do so. In any event, 
prisoners should be placed in no worse a position than the 
general public when it comes to being able to protect 
themselves against the spread of HIV infection. 

A third, less attractive (and possibly unconstitutional), 
avenue, is to test all prisoners for HIV infection. Those 
who are infected could be placed in segregation, or 
identified as infected to other prisoners, to prevent the 
spread of infection. 
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Part of the problem with drug use in prisons results from 
some prisoners being in prison for drug crimes. They induct 
others into the drug fraternity or sorority. Take away the 
crimin~l law for distributing and pos~essing drugs, and you 
take away the need to incarcerate some of these people. In 
addition, prison policy on drugs would not have to be as 
strict as it now is for those drug users who are in prison 
for other crimes; correctional of,·f icials would no longer be 
seen as condoning an illegal act by supplying injection 
equipment or bleach kits. 

VI. OPTIONS FOR REDUCING THE HARM CAUSED BY DRUG USE 

(a) Introduct..ion 

This par~ sets oui' several options for dealing with the 
problem of drug use. It is intended to facilitate 
discussion. It does not pretend to set out all possible 
options, nor does i t fully discuss the ,merits or drawbacks 
of the options. - ~ 

(b) Dr~_d~.£.!!!ioJl anSL.!?.r.~1'l'JLCLt..lJl~.!1~S P~rt of Any Option 
for Dealing with. Drugs 

Mbatever option we choose to deal with drug use. drug 
education should fora apart of it. Drug education aims at 
reducing the demand for drugs. It assumes that if people 
are told about the consequences of using certaih drugs, they 
may be dissuaded from using them. . 

This paper does not discuss the effectiveness of education 
programs - who should deliver them, what the message should 
be - beyond stressing the need for honesty and consistency. 

Some argue that the history of drug education is littered 
with exaggeration and deception (Who has seen the film 
"Reefer Madness"?). Little wonder then tHat people, 
especially young people, may be suspicious about the 
truthfulness of the stories officials tell them about drugs. 
Similarly, the message is inconsistent - a product in part 
of the inconsdstent approach of the law to drugs. The 
message we give is that it is proper and legal to possess 
and use alcohol and caffeine in limited quantities. It is 'l'i 
legal, if unwise, to possess and use nicotine. These drugs 
affect the brain and can cause harm. But it is improper and 
illegal to possess cocaine, heroin and marihuana for 
recreational use in any amount. Why? 
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The availability of treatment for drug dependency must also 
be a component of any "program. We will never resolve (or at 
least ameliorate) the social problems associated with drug 
dependency unless we devote adequate resources to helping 
those who have become dependent. 

(c) The Options 

(1) Status Quo 

The status guo in dealing with illicit drugs is represe_nted by the 
National Drug Strategy. The National Drug Strategy was ~nnounced in 
1987. It adopts a two-pronged approach to alcohol and drug use -
supply reduction and demand reduction. 

The literature on the National Drug Strategy describ~s 
it as involving action on six fronts: 

education and prevention 
· enforcement and control 
· treatment and rehabilitation 

information and research 
· international cooperation 
· national focus. 

As discussed above, education and treatment should be a 
part of any program dealing with drug use. Similarly, 
continuing research on drug use is needed. At issue, 
however, is the "supply reduction" component of the 
National Drug Strategy. The supply reduction component 
consists in part of increased criminal law enfoI),cement, 
coupled with inc~eased international cooperation (again 
largely involving a criminal law approach) and domestic 
legislation, such as that allowing the seizure of 
proceeds of crime (Bill C-Sl). 

This paper has discussed at length the inappropriateness of using the 
criminal law to reduce the supply of drugs. This co~ponent of the 
National Drug Strategy is unlikely to be effective, and is 
objectionable on many of the grounds discussed earlier. 
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(2) Legalization 

Legalization is a broad concept. Few people would advocate 
unrestricted legalization, any more tpan they would advocate the sale 
of consumer products without some form of government control. Certain 
legislative standards could be imposed on t~e quality, production and 
distribution of drugs, as is the case with licit drugs. '!he _in point 
is that no criminal penal ties would attach to those who distribute 
drugs in accordance with government quality controls or other 
regulations. This would effectively kill the black market in drugs. 
Nor would any penalty attach to the possession of dr~gs for personal 
use (or, possibly i depending on the legislative controf scheme, for the 
possession of drugs for the use of others) . 

Following are several "variations on the theme" of 
legalization. Each has its merits. All are pr-amised on the removal 
of the criminal law (except in strictly limited circumstances) from 
the control of drugs. For a more thorough discussion of some options, 
see Chester N. Mitchell, "A Justice-Based Argument for the Uniform 
Regulation of Psychoactive Drugs", 31 McGill Law 
Journal 213 at 250 (1986). 

(a) Legal, but Disapproved Practices (from a letter to 
the editor of The E~gps>m:!'!?J; (August 13, 1988)): 

The key is the mistaken belief that any 
practice which is wrong should also be illegal. 
To overcome this misconception and to facilitate 
the more rapid adoption of a sane drug policy, I 
would like to recommend setting up a new legal 
classification which might be called "disapproved 
practices". 

All the restrictions which apply to the \\se 
of cigarettes and alcohol could also apply to the 
use of marijuana or other legalised drugs. The 
production and sale of all disapproved drugs would 
be heavily regulated and taxed. All advertising 
could be banned. Driving a ca?, or operating 
other heavy machinery,while under the influence 
of marijuana or any other disapproved drug, would 
be at least as serious an offence as driving while 
under the influence of alcohol .... It would be 
illegal to sell disapproved drugs to minors. And 
it definitely should always be illegal for anyone 
to try to start another person using disapproved 
drugs by giving away free samples. 
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Two points to note ibout this option: 

(i) Sales to minors would be illegal. In any 
event, if the drugs were legal on the open.market, 
their price would fall substanti~lly. Their would 
be little profit in selling to minors, unlike the 
~ituation today, where enormous profits c,nNbe 
reaped. 

Still, large interests (a parallel example peing 
the cigarette companies) may have an 
interest in "hooking" minors on ~rugs, s6 that , 
they will provide a reliable market 1n the future. 
Hence, there may be a need for strict penalties p 

for selling to minorS, or for conspiring to sell 
to minors. 

(ii) No free samples. This ties in w.ith point (i). Again, if 
drugs were manufactured by large organiz~tions, as are liquor and 
cigarettes, these organizations may hav~a long term interest in 
creating a market by giving away free samples. Not only 
minors are vulnerable to free samples. Agcordingly, no samples 
should be permitted to be given away to any sector of the 
population. The C.anadian government shoulCi discourage compariies 
from sellj,ng to minors in other countries or giving away free 
samples there (The companies may complain, however, that· Canada 
is imposing its laws outside its b6rders ~ problem of 
"extraterritoriality". The solution may lie in ari international 
agreement banning these practices.) 

(b) Legalization, with Government Control of Distributiol1 

The Economist (April 2, 1988) suggests that welllegalise, 
discourage ll alcohol, tobacco and marihuana c::onsumption: 

control, 

A sensible policy might be to treat all .three - alcohol, tobacco, 
marlju~na -- the same, with licensing, taxes and quality control. 
Since all are bad for you, ·1 t may be right to plaster them with 
larger health warnin.gs than those that are at last helping .to cut 
smoking. Wary governments might stop the pub culture spreading to 0 

the communal joint eul ture by r~stricting marijuana sales to boringly 
uncongenial premises, like the glum state liquor stores of Sweden or 
New Hampshire; or give monopolies to state shops like the post 
office, which has pet'fected the art of driving eustomers away. But 
a main weapon should be tax: high enough to deter consumption, and 
varied enou·gh to move people from the worst drugs .. 
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About cocaine~ The Economist says: 

Cocaine most needs to be brought under the aegis of controlled and 
thus legal suppliers, either by treating it like alcohol, tobacco 
and marijuana ... or like heroin [allowing users to buy strictly 
limited doses] ... depending on how statistically awful it proves to 
be. 

About heroin, the magazine says: 

[T]he best policy existing heroin users might be to bring them within 
the law, allowing them to register to buy strictly limited doses. 
Taxes should be high enough to deter consumption, but low enough to 
put illicit dealers out of business. To get addicted to heroin you 
have to be crazy, or weak-willed or young and foolish. It is'a 
problem of mental health, treated as one of crime and therefore made 
worse. If some extra stick is wanted, then ... registered heroin and 
cocaine users could be disqualified from driving cars. They might 
then hav~ an incentive to get listed as cured. 

About other drugs, t-he magazine says: 

Even if the present narcotics trade could be beaten, self-destroyers 
will seek other ways to bend their minds. Calming pills from 
respected multinational companies produce doped-up addicts when 
doctors prescribe them for non-medical ills such as 'poverty or 
unhappiness. Backroom chemists find and market new drugs. The LSD 
of the "psychedelic" 1960s was followed in ~he violent early 1980s 
by PCP, or angel-dust. There will be more nasty 'successors. But 
these drugs, cheaply produced close to their markets, do not spawn 
the sort 6£ international racketeering that today's harcotics do. 
They go through brief cycles of fashion, newspaper scares and 
oblivion. They are destructive teenage fashions, rather than social 
menaces, which might also~be reduced by discriminatory tax. 

\ C 
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(c) Legalization, Allow.i'na the Private Sector to 
Produce and Distribute 

This option would see schemes much like those that 
exist with alcohol (in some provinces) and tobacco. 
Anyone could produce th~ product. Market forces (or 
perhaps government) woulp.Qictate a sufficiently low 
price to destroy the black market. 
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(d) Legalization, Allowing the Medical Profession to 
Distribute 

o 

This option wo~J.d see the medical professi9n distribute drugs much the' .? 

same way that it now handles prescription drugs. At issue is whether 
the medical profession will consider this sort of activity part· of its 
"therapeutic" mission. Also, some people may question giving the' 
medical professtion a monopoly on' the distribution of these drugs. 

(}! 
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(e) Legalization, Coupled with Rationing 

This option would see the government ration the amount of dr.ugs that 
could be consumed in society. Like criminal prohibition, 'however, 
rationing will tend to lead to the creation of a secondary black 
market, with its inflated prices and profitability for criminal 
enterprise. 

(f) Legali~ation, wiJ:p Restrictions on Where Drugs can 
be Consumed (already alluded to in the quote from The Economist). 

Alcohol and tobacco can ge.nerally'~ consumed in public , although 
restric'tions are increasi~l(gly being placed .on smoking. Similar 
restrictions might be place!·d on the consumption of other dr,ugs. For 
example, it might be declared illegal to consume heroin or 60caine in 
a restaurant. Perhaps use should be restricted to one's home or some 
other private place. 
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